27.8.21
This feedback report covers 9.8.21-27.8.21
re Wholeness Support Unit (WSU) and two 5ml Vials of Transition State Elements (TSE)
Name: Jane Corbett
Location: Cambridge: UK
WSU installed 9.8.21
Please note that as mentioned in my email to you I delayed sending this feedback since I’ve
been away 11-15 Aug and 20-22nd and not able to use the unit.
Location and set up of unit in my home
The unit was set up on 9.8.21
I live in a 2 bedroomed ground floor flat. When the WSU arrived I was able to take stock of
the area needed for it, taking into account the tripod legs. To ensure privacy for anyone
using it I have put it into my bedroom, but it has to be said the space available is quite
compact. I sent a photo to my good friend, Ray Savage, who has of course been very
connected with your work, and he said he didn’t think the small floor area available would
matter.
You supplied a version of the unit without the power pack and wires shown in your Basic
information guide. The reactor heads are white cylinders rather than spherical. Following
Ray’s advice I bent them down slightly. I can send a photo if wished.
I was not able to find a dowser/geomancer to test for any geopathic stress spots first, but I
did energetically cleanse the space first.
What I wish to accomplish
 To support my own increased physical health, energy level, mind and emotional
state.
 To invite my 28 year old daughter Flora to try it out and her ongoing recovery from a
serious mental health problem. She is still recovering from an acute episode of
psychosis in Jul-Sep 2020 and also has some post traumatic stress disorder
 To invite others locally to have an experience of the unit, particularly when they are
dealing with health challenges or emotional distress
 To support you at Orynoco with the pathbreaking development of this technology
and its roll out.
Note before my unit arrived I was able to experience sitting in a WSU 3 times in June-July:
firstly at Ray’s temporary home in Gloucestershire, secondly when I came to visit Pleasant
Rise Farm (and was very glad to share some time with two of the Orynoco team there) and
thirdly when I visited Ray’s new home at Mellow Farm. These were all very good and
profound experiences, so I was highly motivated to get hold of a unit.
I am also connected to James Latimer who has begun channelling with the WSU (he calls it a
Pod as a shorthand) and has brought this into some group meditation and healing circles we
have held on several Tuesday evenings in July-August. These have been powerful
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experiences in terms of energy and some insights for myself and as described by others in
our group. This indicates to me be that the units are connected and that we can work with
their energy and guidance remotely, not just when sitting in one. I’m very interested in
exploring this more.
I’m not clear about their impact on the people we have been sending remote healing energy
too: we haven’t directly asked for this and I’m aware that there are number of interventions
supporting them so it may be difficult to know.
Who has used it
So far I am the only one who has used the unit. I’m experimenting with it first, so I can
confidently recommend it to others.
I hope to introduce my daughter to use it this weekend, but since she lives in the same flat
and sleeps in the next door room, she may well be affected by the change to the entire
environment.
I’m not sure about when to start inviting others in, since its in my bedroom. I want to be
sure that I’ve set it up so it can be as powerful as possible first.
Experiences and results so far from using the WSU and vials
I have been using the white capped vial in 2 glasses of water a day, I started doing this on
4.8.21.
I’ve started with doing 1 or 2 15-20 minute sessions a day in the WSU, typically first thing
and at the end of the day. I try to completely relax and be present.
My immediate experience is that there is a sense of calmness and quietness when sitting in
the unit.
I’m aware that I’m also sleeping in its field, only about 6 ft away, so it’s a bit difficult to
disentangle the effects of both direct use and generally being in its field. So I have tried to
bring an intention to each session and ask for contact with its intelligence when I first start.
The experience feels good, but not yet as powerful as the 3 one hour sessions I’ve had in the
other units in June-July. In each of those I felt like I was dropping into a very deep space
more quickly and my mind was very calm and open.
I have had a muscle strain in my right hip since mid May, its been painful and tiring. I asked
for healing on that. It has improved a lot in the past 2 weeks, I’m not clear how far this is
due to the WSU, but I hope it is.
I have been feeling quite a lot of stress for work and financial reasons. I feel the WSU has a
calming effect on this. I am also working with daily meditation practices, so it may be that
the two are working together.
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I’m aware that the WSU is probably affecting a wider area than just the room its in, I assume
the whole flat and may be well beyond that.
My daughter has not sat in it yet, but over the past 10 days she has been noticeably better,
calmer with more clarity of mind and socially interactive. I’m not sure how much this is due
to the WSU. She is also receiving psychological support sessions from which we hope to see
a gradual recovery process.
I am very glad to continue and to experiment with changing the time of day of my sessions,
extending their length and inviting my daughter to try it out.
I’m also very keen to keep exchanging on experiences with other people I know who have
units like Ray and James.
I would also be glad of any tips on whether I have it as well set up as possible, since it
doesn’t yet feel as powerful or immediate in its effect as the other units I’ve tried out.

27.8.21
This feedback report covers 27.8.21-11.9.21
re Wholeness Support Unit (WSU) and two 5ml Vials of Transition State Elements (TSE)
Name: Jane Corbett
Location: Cambridge: UK
WSU installed 9.8.21
Please note that I am away 11-18th Sep 2021.
Location and set up of unit in my home
The unit was set up on 9.8.21
I have changed the set up slightly to see if it makes the field any stronger by altering the
angle of the units on top of the tripods. I did not feel a perceptible difference.

What I wish to accomplish
 To support my own increased physical health, energy level, mind and emotional
state.
 To invite my 28 year old daughter Flora to try it out and her ongoing recovery from a
serious mental health problem. She is still recovering from an acute episode of
psychosis in Jul-Sep 2020 and also has some post traumatic stress disorder
 To invite others locally to have an experience of the unit, particularly when they are
dealing with health challenges or emotional distress
 To support you at Orynoco with the pathbreaking development of this technology
and its roll out.
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Who has used it
In this period I am the main person who has used the unit. My daughter Flora has also sat in
it for 2 short time periods.
I’m not sure about when to start inviting others in, since its in my bedroom. I want to be
sure that I’ve set it up so it can be as powerful as possible first.
Experiences and results so far from using the WSU and vials
I have been using the white capped vial in 2 glasses of water a day, I started doing this on
4.8.21.
I’ve continued to do one or two 15-20 minute sessions a day in the WSU, typically first thing
and at the end of the day. I try to completely relax and be present.
In this time period I’ve had acute dental pain from a gum infection starting on 5 th Sep. It was
so acute I reluctantly decided to start on the course of antibiotics recommended at my
emergency dental appointment.
I’m aware that I’m also sleeping in the field of the unit, since its next to my bed. On a couple
of mornings when I woke up I felt like I was being guided into a healing process for all of my
gums and teeth. I assume this is due to the unit, but can’t be sure. It moved around
different areas of my mouth, and the current level of pain and discomfort varied between
these areas. It was as if I was being given guidance to do deep healing of long standing
problems due to deep gum cavities and some possible bone loss near to the tooth roots. I
asked for not just healing of the immediate gum disease, but cellular regeneration. The
guided healing felt different in different areas of my mouth, as if there was more to be done
in some areas than others. It felt healing and soothing and I experienced vague visual
images of my mouth. It went on for about 40 mins-one hour. At the end I felt more rested
and optimistic. In the week that has followed I have continued to recover with the acute
pain easing but still some discomfort gradually easing . I also completed the course of
antibiotics and some natural mouth washes.
My daughter Flora sat in the pod a couple of times. As mentioned in first report she is
recovering from a long term mental health problem. Over the last month she has seemed
much better in terms of cognitive capacity and self confidence, with an increased rate of
recovery. She sleeps in the room next to the unit. Again it is difficult to know how much to
attribute to the unit. She has also felt encouraged by starting a new job on 6th Sep.
She sat in the unit a couple of times on 9th and 10th Sep. It was only about 15 mins each
time. I have suggested she experiments with longer times too. She said it made her feel
calmer and more peaceful. Also that it helped her to clarify some intentions for things going
on in her life. She also reported that it helped with easing some tension in one of her legs.
I would still be glad of any tips on whether I have set the unit up it as well as possible, since
it doesn’t yet feel as powerful or immediate in its effect as the other units I’ve tried out. But
it could be that its effect is also more subtle since I am spending many hours near to it.
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1.10.21
This feedback report covers 12.9.21-1.10.21
re Wholeness Support Unit (WSU) and two 5ml Vials of Transition State Elements (TSE)
Name: Jane Corbett
Location: Cambridge: UK
WSU installed 9.8.21

Location and set up of unit in my home
The unit was set up on 9.8.21
What I wish to accomplish
 To support my own increased physical health, energy level, mind and emotional
state.
 To invite my 28 year old daughter Flora to try it out and her ongoing recovery from a
serious mental health problem. She is still recovering from an acute episode of
psychosis in Jul-Sep 2020 and also has some post traumatic stress disorder
 To invite others locally to have an experience of the unit, particularly when they are
dealing with health challenges or emotional distress
 To support you at Orynoco with the pathbreaking development of this technology
and its roll out.
Feedback slightly delayed because I was away (in Azores) 11-18th September
Who has used it
In this period I am still the main person who has used the unit. My daughter Flora has also
sat in it for 2 short time periods.
I’m not sure about when to start inviting others in, since its in my bedroom. I want to be
sure that I’ve set it up so it can be as powerful as possible first.
Experiences and results so far from using the WSU and vials
I have been using the white capped vial in 2 glasses of water a day, I started doing this on
4.8.21.
I was away abroad 11-18th September and so did not use the unit or vials again until 19th
Sep.
I was also away 27-30th Sep, but in a place where there were 2 units, more on this below.
The main thing that makes it difficult to know how to give feedback is that I sleep in the
same room as the unit and my daughter sleeps in the next door room. So we may both be in
the field much of the time when at home, although not consciously connecting with it when
busy with other things.
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I’ve continued to do one 15-20 minute sessions a day in the WSU, typically at the end of the
day. I try to completely relax and be present.
In this time period I’ continued to recover from an acute dental pain from a gum infection
starting on 5th Sep. I didn’t have any more of what felt like guidance on the healing process
mentioned in my last feedback report. These were very remarkable experiences. I have
recovered from the infection, but I was also taking a course of antibiotics and trying out
various organic mouthwashes like coconut oil.
I have also been working on letting go of some tension and trauma I have experienced last
year when I was looking after my daughter last year and her mental health deteriorated
rapidly and she was ‘sectioned’ in a traumatic way I was witness to and it was then difficult
to support her fully once in hospital since we could only speak through a window due to the
‘no visitors’ policy at the time. Memories of this time have come to the surface more as she
has recovered, maybe because it is easier now to give time to my own processes. I also have
some work and financial pressures which I know I need to make sure I stay on top of and not
been stressed by. I have been working on some processes of letting go, so I can move
forward with my own life more now.
One morning shortly after waking I felt some strong guidance through a process of letting go
of emotional and physical tensions held in different areas of my body and maybe my energy
field. I was thinking about it just before, although not consciously connecting with the WSU.
But it is only four feet away, the other side of a king size bed. It went on for about twenty
minutes and I then felt like taking things very easy in a place close to nature to integrate
whatever had shifted. Although I do have a meditation process I think this may well be due
to connecting to the healing intelligence of the WSU.
On 21st Sep I went to an Equinox celebration at Oliver’s Castle in Wiltshire. There were
about 50 people there. A couple of people set their WSUs up there at the heart of the
ancient site, (Ray Savage was one, I’m not sure if the other one belonged to James and
Hannah Latimer or Joe Hayes). They will probably give your more feedback. We had already
done a group meditation and some sound work with a bigger groups before the WSUs were
set up. The whole experience was very special, a very deep feeling of being present and
powerful but subtle energy. It was also a beautiful sunny still day. ,Many of the people who
took part were having their first experience of the field environment created by the WSU. I
feel there is a lot of scope to experiment with taking them to outdoor locations and well
held group events further.
Between 27-30th Sep I was in Devon, with several other people who also have a WSU,
including Ray Savage and James and Hannah Latimer. They brought their 2 SWUs which we
set up initially in the living room of the farmhouse which we were renting and then in a
‘music room’ nearby. This is a remarkable large octagonal building. We did 3 powerful group
guided meditations for between 30-45 minutes while we were there, as well as just enjoying
the experience of the place. They may give you more detailed feedback since we were
working with their units. We did experience some very special things. I felt that the SWUs
enhanced what is already an unusual strong energy field. I suspect it is on a natural energy
nodal point which the building helps to amplify and that our group meditation process did
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this still further. I experienced a deep sense of calmness and presence and a number of
insights and intuitions some of which I see with my inner eye. It wasn’t the first time this
has happened and when it does it is specific to the place I’m in and can be about things that
have happened in ancient times there which may be being re-activated now.
My daughter Flora has sat in the pod a couple of times, but only for about 10 minutes at a
time. She describes this as feeling calming and pleasant, but doesn’t seem to feel inclined to
try it for longer periods. As mentioned in first report she is recovering from a long term
mental health problem. Over the last six weeks she has continued to recover very well in
terms of cognitive capacity, self confidence, calmness and freedom from anxiety. It has been
an accelerated rate of recovery compared to previous months and I’m extremely pleased to
see it. Her outpatient mental health team who see her for counselling and review sessions
each week have commented on how she has ‘let her guard’ down and is getting much
better. and self confidence, with an increased rate of recovery. Again it is difficult to know
how much to attribute to the unit alone. She sleeps in the room next to the unit so is
probably experiencing the field it generates throughout the building. She has also felt
encouraged by having her temporary post confirmed as a permanent job and she is dealing
with it very well.
I would still be glad of any tips on whether I have set the unit up it as well as possible, since
it doesn’t yet feel as powerful or immediate in its effect as the other units I’ve tried out. But
it could be that its effect is also more subtle since I am spending many hours near to it.
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